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Ba3NbFe3Si2O14 (langasite) is structurally and magnetically single domain chiral with the mag-
netic helicity induced through competing symmetric exchange interactions. Using neutron scatter-
ing, we show that the spin-waves in antiferromagnetic langasite display directional anisotropy. On
applying a time reversal symmetry breaking magnetic field along the c-axis, the spin wave energies
differ when the sign is reversed for either the momentum transfer ± ~Q or applied magnetic field
± µ0H. When the field is applied within the crystallographic ab-plane, the spin wave dispersion is
directionally isotropic and symmetric in ± µ0H. However, a directional anisotropy is observed in the
spin wave intensity. We discuss this directional anisotropy in the dispersion in langasite in terms of
a field induced precession of the dynamic unit cell staggered magnetization resulting from a broken
twofold symmetry. Directional anisotropy, or often referred to as non reciprocal responses, can occur
in antiferromagnetic phases in the absence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction or other effects
resulting from spin-orbit coupling.
INTRODUCTION
Mechanisms for controlling the flow of excitations,
analogous to diodes in electric circuits, have been sought
after to create anisotropic devices for magnonic [1–3],
acoustic [4–6], and optical [7–9] applications. [10] An ex-
ample of anisotropic excitations in bulk materials are spin
waves in low crystallographic symmetry crystals [11–14]
where magnons propagating in differing directions have
dissimilar velocities. Such excitations have been defined
as non reciprocal [15, 16] given that the motion in one
direction differs from that in the opposite [17] in the pres-
ence of broken time reversal symmetry. [18] Other direc-
tional anisotropies have been reported in optical mea-
surements where the response depends on the direction
of the incident probing beam [19] resulting in contrasting
absorption for counter propagating beams. [16, 20, 21]
Directional anisotropic excitations have been predicted
and measured in the presence of relativistic spin-orbit
coupling. For spin-wave excitations, this has been re-
ported in MnSi [22, 23], LiFe5O8 [24], CuV2O7 [14] where
the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction has
been implicated as the origin of the non reciprocal effects
under applied magnetic fields. All of these materials also
host a net ferromagnetic moment at low temperatures
providing a direct means of coupling the magnetism to
a net applied magnetic field. We find that directional
anisotropy of the magnetic fluctuations can occur in the
absence of such spin interactions through the application
of neutron scattering at high magnetic fields in antifer-
romagnetic iron based langasite.
Ba3NbFe3Si2O14 [25–28] (space group # 150 P321) is
structurally single domain chiral with the 6 symmetry el-
ements including the unity operation {1}, two 3-fold ro-
tational symmetry axes along the crystallographic c axis
{3+[0,0,1], 3
−
[0,0,1]}, three 2-fold axes within the ab plane
{2[x,x,0], 2[x,0,0], 2[0,y,0]} and also time reversal symmetry.
The low temperature (TN=27 K) magnetic incommensu-
rate ~q0 = (0, 0,∼ 1/7) order (with symmetry P3211
′) re-
moves the 2-fold axes of the underlying crystallographic
structure with the exception of those Fe3+ spins aligned
exactly along a crystallographic 2-fold axes. We discuss
this point further below. However, the magnetism does
preserve the 3-fold symmetry for all Fe3+ spins within the
ab-plane and time reversal symmetry (denoted as 1′ in
the magnetic space group). [27] The magnetic structure
is based on locally isolated triangles of 120◦ oriented Fe3+
(S=5/2, L=0) spins forming a hexagonal framework in
2the the ab-plane. [29, 30] The Fe3+ triangles are stacked
along the c-axis, linked via two O2− ions giving a helical
exchange pathway breaking inversion symmetry.
Given the underlying nuclear structure, the magnetic
spins form a single domain chiral spin pattern below
TN . [31, 32] The original papers discussing the magnetic
structure [33] defined two terms to characterize the mag-
netic structure - helicity and chirality. The helicity was
used to define the orientation of Fe3+ moments on neigh-
boring planes and is fixed through competing symmet-
ric exchange interactions with J ∼ 1 meV. The chiral-
ity on an individual Fe3+ triangle is set by a weak an-
tisymmetric exchange, allowed through the distortion of
the local crystal field environment [34], with D=0.004
meV. [35, 36] The dominant role that symmetric ex-
change plays in fixing the magnetic handiness makes lan-
gasite unique over other chiral magnets such as MnSi,
LiFe5O8, and CuV2O7 where antisymmetric exchange
fixes the underlying chiral magnetic structures.
The spin excitations in magnetically ordered iron based
langasite [35–37] are defined by three modes termed the
w1/w2 (denoted as w modes hereafter) and c modes fol-
lowing Ref. 36. The c modes are the gapless in energy
Nambu-Goldstone modes corresponding to a continuous
rotation of the spins within the ab plane. On averag-
ing over the three spins of the individual trimer, there
is no net displacement of the magnetic moment in the
ab plane and the neutron cross section along (0,0,L) is
therefore weak following magnetic structure factors of
neutron scattering. The c mode is chiral reflecting the
underlying magnetic structure and has been confirmed
by polarized neutron spectroscopy. [37–39] In contrast,
the two w modes are gapped in energy and achiral, cor-
responding to transverse excitations of the Fe3+ spins
with net zero out-of-plane displacement. The w modes
correspond to out of plane excitations and hence require
a finite energy to overcome any anisotropy that fixes the
moments in the crystallographic ab plane. The resulting
energy gap value for the w modes is therefore determined
by a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) anisotropy estimated
to be of order ∼ 0.004 meV with a direction defined by
~DDM=(0,0,1). [36, 40]
In the absence of an applied magnetic field, time rever-
sal symmetry is maintained and Kramers theorem implies
at least a twofold degenerate spectrum, with spin waves
excited with momentum transfer + ~Q having the same
response as - ~Q. With the application of a magnetic field
on a lattice which is non centrosymmetric (and hence
~r 6= −~r), time reversal symmetry is broken and inver-
sion and time reversal operators do not commute with
the Hamiltonian and are hence not necessarily conserved.
Therefore, differing spin responses excited with ± ~Q, and
hence directional anisotropy, become possible. [41] We
now illustrate this effect in iron based langasite.
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FIG. 1. (a) The spin wave dispersion taken on MACS at 2
K illustrating both w and c modes discussed in the main text
with curves from Ref. 36. (b − c) illustrate constant energy
cuts through these two modes. The intensity along (0,0,L)
indicates the polarization of these modes. All data presented
in this figure was taken with a fixed Ef=5.0 meV.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experiments were carried out on a single crystal
grown using the floating zone technique aligned such that
reflections of the form (H,0,L) lay within the horizon-
tal scattering plane. Vertical magnetic field experiments
used the Panda (FRM2) and MACS (NIST) cold triple-
axis spectrometers with the field applied perpendicular
to the chiral crystallographic c-axis along (-1,2,0). Ex-
periments with the field aligned within the (H,0,L) hor-
izontal scattering plane were done at RITA2 (PSI) and
FLEXX/MultiFLEXX (HZB). For horizontal field mea-
surements on FLEXX, the field was also rotated 90◦ and
aligned along (1,0,0). We note that (-1,2,0) is parallel
to a real space [0, y, 0] 2-fold axis and therefore preserves
this crystallographic symmetry. The (100) field orien-
tation is located 30◦ from the real space [x, x, 0] and
[x, 0, 0] 2-fold axes, but corresponds to a projection of
cos(30◦) = 0.87 along a 2-fold axis. All experiments were
done with a fixed final energy defining the energy transfer
as E = Ei − Ef .
RESULTS
We first discuss the magnetic excitations in zero ap-
plied magnetic field. Figure 1 illustrates the neutron
spectroscopic response at µ0H = 0 T taken on MACS.
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FIG. 2. (a−b) Spin wave dispersions taken with a vertical field
aligned within the ab crystallographic plane (fixed final energy
of Ef=5.0 meV). (c−e) Magnetic dispersion curves taken with
a horizontal magnetic field aligned along the crystallographic
c axis (fixed final energy of Ef=3.5 meV). The white regions
were not kinematically reachable given constraints of the hor-
izontal magnetic field.
Fig. 1 (a) shows a constant-Q slice along (1± 0.05, 0,
L) illustrating two distinct magnetic modes. The lower
energy mode corresponds to the w modes while the high-
energy mode extending up to ∼ 5 meV is the gapless c
Goldstone mode following the notation described above.
The solid and dotted curves are the linear spin-wave cal-
culations from Ref. 36 for both the w and c branches.
Constant energy slices are displayed in panels Figs. 1
(b−c) at E=1.5 meV slicing through both w and c modes
and a higher E=4.75 meV which only crosses through
the c mode. These scans illustrate that the c-mode lacks
intensity along (0,0,L) (Fig. 1 c) showing that, on aver-
aging over the Fe3+ spins, no fluctuations perpendicular
to the crystallographic c axis occur consistent with this
being the gapless Goldstone mode associated with a con-
tinuous rotation within the ab plane. This is in contrast
to the lower energy w-mode which does show intensity
along (0,0,L) (Fig. 1 b) indicating a net component with
in the ab plane. These results are consistent with predic-
tions of spin wave theory. [36]
We now discuss the effects of a magnetic field on the
spin dynamics. Figure 2 displays spin waves in langasite
for a magnetic field aligned along the c axis and also
within the ab plane. Figures 2 (a, b) show constant ~Q
slices taken on Panda with a vertical field (aligned in the
crystallographic ab along the (-1,2,0) direction) of 12 T
for both Friedal pairs ~Q=± (1, 0, -1/7) corresponding to
opposite total momentum transfers of the incident beam.
The two panels show that the higher energy c-mode’s
dispersion is comparatively weakly affected by the change
in sign of± ~Q at 12 T. The c-mode excitation is gapped in
comparison to zero field (Fig. 1) owing to the presence
of a field induced spin anisotropy. However, the lower
energy w-mode shows a contrasting response with (-1, 0,
1/7) displaying a maximum in the dispersion of ∼ 3 meV
while for the Friedel pair (1, 0, -1/7) the spin waves only
reach a maximum of ∼ 2 meV. Figures 2 (a, b) illustrates
differing spin wave responses in a strong magnetic field
when the sign of the total momentum transfer is reversed.
In Figs. 2 (c − e), we illustrate the dynamics when
the magnetic field is aligned along the chiral c-axis. An-
other means of searching for directionally anisotropic spin
waves is to fix ~Q and reverse the sign of the time reversal
symmetry breaking magnetic field. Figs. 2 (c − e) show
the effect of reversing the field on the dispersion near the
magnetic Bragg peak of ~Q=(1, 0, 1/7) illustrating that
the low-energy w-mode is affected by the field displaying
a differing response for µ0H=± 6.8 T and 0 T. Fig. 2
shows that when a magnetic field is applied both within
the crystallographic ab plane and along the chiral c axis,
an anisotropy is observed in the spin wave response. We
now investigate these two field orientations in detail.
The field dependence of the w mode, when the mag-
netic field is oriented along the chiral crystallographic
c-axis, is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) by investigating con-
stant ~Q=(1,0,-0.04) scans. The energy position is plotted
as a function of applied magnetic field in panel Fig. 3 (a)
illustrating a linear scaling with field with representative
constant momentum scans shown in Fig. 3 (b). The
anisotropic in field response of the w spin wave branch
is further illustrated through constant E=1.6 meV scans
shown in panels Fig. 3 (c− e) at ± 6 and 0 T. With an
applied field of -6 T (Fig. 3 (c)) a separation between
the w and higher velocity c modes is observed. With in-
creasing fields (Fig. 3 (d, e)) this circle of intensity fills
in with the effect being linear with field.
Having observed linear scaling of the w-mode with the
field oriented along the chiral c-axis, we investigate the
scaling with the field oriented within the crystallographic
ab plane. Figure 4 shows the response of the lowest en-
ergy w-mode to a vertical field applied within the crystal-
lographic ab-plane. Figs. 4 (a−c) illustrate constant E=1
meV scans taken using the MACS spectrometer (NIST)
which simultaneously measures excitations around the
points ~Q=± (1, 0, -1/7) with magnetic fields of µ0H=0,
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FIG. 3. (a) Linear scaling of ~Q=(1,0,-0.04) magnon taken us-
ing FLEXX (Ef=2.7 meV). (b) Representative constant mo-
mentum scans. The reduction in intensity at +5.5 T is due
to attenuation from the horizontal magnet. (c − e) display
constant E=1.6 meV cuts using the MultiFLEXX detector at
6, 0, and -6T with a fixed final energy of Ef=2.5 meV.
± 9 T. At an applied field of µ0H=0 T, symmetric spin
wave cones are observable at the ~Q=± (1, 0, -1/7) Friedel
pairs. However, for an applied field of +9T, an appar-
ent contraction of the cone is observed at ~Q=(-1, 0, 1/7)
while the cone appears increases in diameter at ~Q=(1, 0,
-1/7). The opposite response is observed for µ0H=-9T
with a contraction of the spin-wave cone at ~Q=(1, 0, -
1/7) and an increase in diameter at the Friedel pair (-1,
0, 1/7).
We apply higher resolution scans in Fig. 4 (d) to plot
the field dependence of the w-mode near ~Q=(1,0, -0.04),
the same momentum position investigated above for the
horizontal field. These measurements were performed un-
der the same conditions as in Fig. 3 (a − b), but with
the horizontal field rotated by 90◦ within the scattering
plane to be aligned along [1,0,0]. Fig. 4 (d) shows a
symmetric response with field with the dashed line a fit
to I(µ0H) ∝ (µ0H)
2. Further high resolution measure-
ments using a vertical field allowing larger magnetic fields
confirm this symmetric response as shown in Fig. 4 (e).
This figure also shows that 14.5 T is enough to split the
degeneracy of the low-energy w-mode illustrating their
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FIG. 4. (a− c) display constant E=1.0 meV constant energy
cuts taken on MACS (Ef=2.5 meV). (d) illustrates the change
in energy position of the magnons with ~Q=(1,0,-0.04) illus-
trating a quadratic scaling of position for small fields using
a horizontal magnet. (e) displays constant momentum scans
taken with Ef=2.7 meV on FLEXX showing the isotropic re-
sponse with magnetic field. At large applied magnetic fields,
the low-energy w-mode shows an asymmetric distribution of
intensity between the two low-energy modes which are degen-
erate at zero field.
symmetric energy position with ±µ0H . However, while
the energy dispersion is symmetric with field, the inten-
sity distribution between the two low energy modes is
not giving rise to the apparent asymmetric response ob-
served with lower resolution techniques discussed above.
A similar asymmetry in intensity is seen for the c-modes
for ± ~Q in Fig. 2 (a, b).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have observed two different types of directional
anisotropy in Ba3NbFe3Si2O14. When the field is ap-
plied within the crystallographic ab plane, both the c
and w modes display different scattering structure fac-
tors for a given ~Q for ± µ0H . The energy position of the
5spin wave branches scales as ∼ H2 and is directionally
isotropic. When the field is oriented along the crystallo-
graphic c-axis, the energy position of the low energy w
mode displays directional anisotropy with the spin wave
energy scaling as ∼ H .
To understand these results, we note that the mode
that displays directional anisotropy in the energy dis-
persion is the w-mode discussed above. This mode con-
sists of transverse excitations of the Fe3+ moments such∑
i=1−3
~Si,⊥ = 0 (summing over a given isolated trian-
gle Fe3+ spins). The w-mode corresponds to a tilting of
the plane connecting the Fe3+ spins on a given trimer in
the P321 unit cell. No such tilting occurs for the c-mode
where
∑
i=1−3
~Si,|| = 0. Under a magnetic field along
the crystallographic c-axis, this dynamic tilting would
precess around the crystallographic c-axis [42] effectively
giving the w-mode a helical character absent at zero field.
The size of the effect was predicted based on linear spin
wave theory in Ref. 42 and is in agreement with Fig.
3 (a). Because of the globally broken 2-fold symmetry
at low-temperatures, spin waves with different directions
with differing ± ~Q, are not equivalent. We note that such
a precession does not occur for the gapless c-mode and
this is consistent with our experiment which finds, with
high resolution neutron spectroscopy, the dispersion to be
isotropic under ±µ0H . Such a precession would also not
occur if the magnetic field was perpendicular to the crys-
tallographic c-axis as this symmetry axis is preserved in
the low temperature magnetic phase. The importance of
the broken 2-fold axis is further highlighted by the obser-
vation of directional dichroism for electromagnons. [43]
The lack of a twofold axis in langasite at low temper-
atures is inconsistent with an incommensurate magnetic
structure where some spins would inevitably align along
one of the twofold axes in a bulk crystal. However, the
situation is different when the magnetic structure is truly
commensurate (q0=1/7). Then the twofold symmetry is
broken by the magnetic structure when the global phase
of the helix is chosen such that there is never a mag-
netic moment aligned exactly parallel or perpendicular
to the twofold axis at z=1/2 of the sevenfold magnetic
unit cell. It would be interesting to compare the results
here against other magnetic systems with definitively in-
commensurate magnetic structures.
The results here are distinct from MnSi [22, 23],
LiFe5O8 [24], or Cu2V2O7 [14, 44] where directional
anisotropy, or non reciprocal effects, are due to an under-
lying antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
These materials also host a net ferromagnetic moment
in the absence of a magnetic field at low temperatures.
Such an effect originates from spin-orbit coupling and
indeed has been implicated as being the origin of non re-
ciprocal effects on spin waves in two-dimensional electron
gases. [45] We find that an underlying spin-orbit coupling
is not required for the presence of directional anisotropy
under a time reversal breaking symmetry field. In both
MnSi and Cu2V2O7, the non collinear magnetic struc-
tures are stabilized by such interactions unlike the case
for iron langasite where symmetric exchange stabilizes
the helical magnetic structure.
In summary, we report directional anisotropy for the
magnetic excitations in langasite in the magnetically or-
dered state. With the field aligned the c-axis, directional
anisotropy is observed for the spin wave energy response,
with the effect scaling linearly with field. When the field
is aligned within the ab plane, the spin wave energies
are directionally isotropic, but the intensity is not. The
effect originates from a precession of the dynamic unit
cell staggered magnetization and does not originate from
antisymmetric exchange as required in other magnetic
systems.
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